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FRIENDS OF CROWBOROUGH HOSPITAL
MINUTES OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
15 July 2014
In attendance:
38 people were present.
Welcome by Vice patron and Chairman Chantal Wilson
The Vice patron welcomed all present with particular mention of:
Stuart Welling, Chairman of East Sussex Healthcare Trust, Michael Ensor
(Chairman of Health and Overview Scrutiny Committee of ESCC), Cllr. Bob
Standley (Leader of Wealden District Council and member of HOSC), Cllr. Barby
Dashwood Morris (Vice-Chairman of WDC), Cllr. Sylvia Tidy ESCC, Peter
Griffiths UKIP candidate, Dr Elizabeth Gill (Clinical Chair of High Weald, Lewes
and Havens Clinical Commissioning Group)
Apologies
Apologies of note included:
Sara Stonor, H.M.’s Vice Lord-Lieutenant of East Sussex, Darren Grayson, Chief
Executive of East Sussex Healthcare Trust, Wendy Carberry, C. O. of High Weald,
Lewes and Havens Clinical Commissioning Group, Frank Powell, HWLH CCG
and Beacon Surgery, Nicky Walker, Community Hospitals Manager at ESHT, Alice
Webster, Director of Nursing at ESHT, Cllr. Brian Redman, Chairman of Wealden
District Counci, ,Cllr. Ron Reed, Mayor of Crowborough, Cllr. Di Phillips WDC,
Cllr. Richard Stogdon ESCC, Canon Andrew Cornes
Minutes of Last Meeting
Proposer: Cllr Sylvia Tidy ESCC, Seconder: Elaine Cox, Acceptance nem con
Matters Arising
There were no matters arising
Re-election of Trustees
Richard Hallett and Russell Wakefield were due to stand for re-election by 3-year
rotation and were willing to do so.
Proposer: Janie Hooper, Seconder: Mike Eldred, Acceptance nem con
Resignation of Trustees
Alan Hooper, Sheila Barnard and Miriam Boobier had resigned and were not
standing for re-election. Chantal expressed the Committee’s gratitude for all they
had done for the Friends while they were Trustees. Applause was given for all.
New Trustees
Elaine Cox and Barby Dashwood Morris had been co-opted to the Committee
during the past year and now stood for election as trustees.
Proposer: Russell Wakefield, Seconder: Ros Marriott, Acceptance nem con
© Friends of Crowborough Hospital – Annual Report 2015
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President’s Report by Ros Marriott
The President reflected that these were exciting times for the Friends with the
confirmation of new Day services at Crowborough Hospital.
Transport had always been a challenge but would be even more important when
future plans came into being and there would be a need for more drivers and a
new organiser.
The Birthing Centre’s future seemed to be more secure at this point but it would
not do to count chickens too soon. The Friends had been vigilant in trying to
protect services.
Treasurer’s Report by Terry Moon
The Treasurer referred to the Income & Expenditure Sheet & Balance Sheet as at
31st March 2014, on pages 7 & 8 of the AGM Report. Over all, Income was £10,000
up on last year but incoming donations showed a disappointing reduction of
£5,000 on the previous year. He suggested that possibly the recession was biting
and he was open to suggestions as to the cause and remedy. Bequests, as
previously, had been generous but these were subject to uncertainties and
vagaries.
The Annual Fete of August 2013 again broke all records raising £15,717.36.
The Shop raised £8,296.19 and as always, was tasked with stocking saleable
products. It provided a unique service. He expressed his gratitude to all the
volunteers.
Although the expenditure of £46,000 on equipment for the Hospital appeared to
be lower than last year, a portion of the total funds contributed to the Hospital was
allocated to the new Perinatal mental health service by the Friends. This service
had been managed well so far and did not involve the Friends in the responsibility
of extra expenses or employees.
Q.:(Alan Hooper): Re the Perinatal mental health expense, does it appear on the
Income & Expenditure Sheet under ‘Equipment for Hospital’?
A.: (Treasurer): As payment for the Perinatal mental health service does not fall
precisely according to the Tax Year, it appears in the Reserve accounts. The service
is in its third year now and has proved invaluable. We will know more about its
future next year.
Acceptance of Accounts
The Treasurer recommended the Accounts for acceptance.
Proposer: Dr. Katie Stokes, Seconder: Drummond Abrams, Accepted nem con
Election of Auditor
The Treasurer noted that Ward MacKenzie had not been confirmed as Auditors at
the last AGM. Ward Mackenzie had generously supported us for five years but this
year the Friends had had the accounts verified by a different accountant, Robin
Farmer. He had indicated that he was willing to carry out this task again next year.
Proposer: Richard Hallett, Seconder: Mike Eldred, Accepted nem con
Page vi
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Election/Confirmation of Treasurer
Terry Moon had agreed to continue as Treasurer if requested. Chantal asked those
present for their approval.
Proposer: Janie Hooper, Seconder: Clive Wilson, Acceptance nem con.
End of Formal Business
Presentation:
Chantal explained that since April 2014 Social Day Service was no longer being
funded at the Day Centre by East Sussex Health Trust, so the Friends had decided
to underwrite and commission a Monday and Friday service, themselves.
Agreements had been signed with East Sussex Healthcare Trust for the use of the
the Day Centre, and Day Centre volunteers had been consulted by the Friends.
Rotherfield Saint Martin was invited to partner the Friends in this venture and Jo
Evans agreed to give a presentation on R.S.M.’s own model.
Presentation by Jo Evans B.E.M. and Andy Miller on the Rotherfield St. Martin
model of Social Day Care.
Andy Miller gave a short address on the vision of RSM and an introduction to a
short film showing the various activities carried out by members.
Jo Evans said that Rotherfield was a rural community of 3,208 people of whom
25% were over 65 and it was felt that something was desperately needed to
prevent the isolation of the elderly.
She described the development of the group, beginning in 2000 with Rotherfield
man, Harry Martin, being moved into a care home because he was unable to care
for himself.
In 2001 Jo began offering weekly tea and activities in her front room. Four years
later Rotherfield St. Martin officially opened with 8 members. A lottery grant in
2008 helped to pay for premises and Jo’s salary. By 2011 membership had passed
250 (now 350) with 100 volunteers. The group moved into Rotherfield Memorial
Institute. Landmarks included articles in the Guardian and Saga magazine, a
Royal visit by the Duke and Duchess of Wessex and Jo’s award of the British
Empire Medal.
Jo went on to describe the issues facing the UK with its ageing population and the
problems facing the elderly themselves.
RSM offered personal support, social and educational activities, various therapies,
dementia support, and provision of transport, plus Charity and Coffee shops.
There were 12 therapies including chiropody, osteopathy, hearing resource clinics,
hand massage, exercise classes and hydrotherapy (which takes place in the pool
which is assocated with Grove Park at Beacon Academy).
There were many social activities throughout the week. Meetings were held on
Monday afternoons for 50 - 70 members who were provided with tea, cake and a
speaker, often from public life, on useful subjects such as health and benefits. There
were also coach trips, pub lunches, open gardens and craft sessions (all usually
© Friends of Crowborough Hospital – Annual Report 2015
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with tea & cake!). Bridge groups etc. helped to provide mental stimulation.
Jo made some proposals regarding setting up a service at Crowborough Hospital,
using existing volunteers managed and overseen by a full-time manager, serving
both RSM and Crowborough Hospital Day Care, who would hopefully be in post
by November.
She hoped the future would see elderly residents as active citizens, with improved
quality of life and reduced reliance on statutory services and that there would be
greater support for dementia sufferers.
Question & Answer Session
Q.: Do you charge your members?
A.: We charge £10 per year plus £12 for hydrotherapy sessions, £2 for a two hour
knitting & nattering session.
Q.: Do you have a cake mine in Rotherfield?!
A.: We have a young girl who makes cakes for us. Seriously, a study from Brighton
shows that we do have a beneficial medical effect on our members.
Q.: Do you receive legacies?
A.: We’re left with donations after funerals. We have bought a van with the
proceeds.
Thanks from the Vice President
Chantal offered her thanks to Jo and Andy for their presentation.
She said that a new volunteer Transport manager was needed for the Friends’ own
transport.
Awards to members and volunteers
President, Ros Marriott, announced that awards were to be given to:
Clive Schwarz, Hotel Services manager, for his work over the previous 10 years at
the Hospital and his co-operation with the Friends.
Brian Ping, for voluntarily driving the Friends’ vehicles for at least 10 years.
Miriam Boobier, for being a volunteer for over 20 years during which she
organised teas at the Hospital Fete, organised Murder Mystery evenings and
served on the Committee.
Stuart Welling, Chairman of East Sussex Healthcare Trust, awarded Certificates
and bouquets.
Any Other Business
There being no other business, the meeting ended.
Chantal thanked everyone for attending closed the meeting, encouraging all those
who had not already purchased a raffle ticket, to do so before leaving.
Date of Next AGM
To be arranged.
Page viii
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PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL REPORT

A

s we prepare for the AGM, the Friends have just
learned that the community services in our area will

not be delivered by East Sussex Healthcare Trust after
November this year. Instead, the High Weald, Lewes and
Havens

Clinical

Commissioning

Group

(which

commissions our health services) had given the contract to a
new consortium of existing trusts, lead by Sussex

ROS MARRIOTT

Community Trust. They have brought on board Maidstone
and Tunbridge Wells Acute Trust which runs Pembury
hospital, the Brighton acute trust which runs Brighton and
Haywards Heath hospitals, the Queen Victoria Trust in East
Grinstead and the Sussex Partnership Trust which delivers
mental health services. This group will rejoice in the name of
Sussex Healthcare Alliance and the acronym SHA will
become more familiar to us as time goes on.
The Clinical Commissioning Group has worked extremely
hard to put in place a provider which will focus on
community services rather than being mainly concerned
with big acute hospitals.
What does this mean for our hospital? We have yet to get to
the bottom of it but we can expect quite a lot of change
(again!). However, we believe that this consortium led by
the Community Trust will understand the advantages of a
community hospital and the flexibility of services it can offer
to the local population. This seems to us to be a positive
move and we look forward to developing a strong
relationship with the consortium.
Indeed, the Friends already have connections with Sussex
Community Trust. When setting up the social day service,
we turned to that Trust for professional support and Lloyd
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Barker from that Trust has been a consultant to the Friends about the day service
since the beginning.
Not all services in the hospital come under the Community Services contract and
the notable exception is maternity, meaning that the birthing centre remains
under the control of East Sussex Healthcare Trust and the midwives remain
employees of that Trust. There is currently a county-wide review of maternity
services underway and this will be scrutinised by East Sussex County Council’s
Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee (HOSC)towards the end of the year.
At that meeting, the Friends, represented by Richard Hallett, will present a paper
relating to the need for a clear maternity pathway for women in North Weald.
The current arrangements do not give women what they want and the birthing
centre in Crowborough is left with under-used capacity. HOSC have a duty to
ensure that any changes in health provision do not result in a reduced service.
The Friends committee knew that the community services contract was being retendered so were cautious about committing future funding until the situation is
clearer. We hope now to be able to support the new provider on the hospital site
to give the people of Crowborough the range of services they deserve.
However, the Friends are totally committed to the future of the social day service
which we have established this year and will do all we can to take it from strength
to strength under our excellent team of manager and volunteers.
All these complex changes have been closely monitored by the Chairman,
Treasurer and Committee members of the Friends and I wish to express my
appreciation for their dedication to our hospital and the services that it provides
for our community. Crowborough and its surrounding villages can feel confident
that what is achieved by a small band of volunteers really does make a difference
and significantly helps towards ensuring that Crowborough Hospital remains at
the heart of our community. We would love to be a bigger band of volunteers and
welcome anyone who feels they may have something to offer. We look forward
to seeing you for what promises to be an eventful year ahead.
Rosalind Marriott
President
Page 2
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

T

his year has been one in which the Friends have
achieved considerable success and we should all

allow ourselves a pat on the back. We were talking last
year about saving the social day service and the
wonderful work which goes on in it and we are utterly
delighted that the Friends are indeed now running it.
ESHT funding for the service came to an end in April 2014

CHANTAL
WILSON

and to gain ourselves some time, the Friends paid ESHT
to continue until the end of 2014. We looked at who else
might run it on our behalf, but in the end decided to run
it ourselves.
Running it ourselves meant recruiting a manager, talking
to the wonderful volunteers and constantly reassuring the
attendees. We had to get an appropriate lease in place to
hire the day centre from ESHT 2 days a week, make sure
we could comply with regulations, write policies and
procedures and set up an office. I would like to thank
Elaine Cox, Richard Hallett, Terry Moon and Russell
Wakefield who all put in a vast amount of work behind
the scenes to make everything happen. You might think it
would be simple to take over an existing service, but
believe me, it wasn’t!
We have been most fortunate in recruiting Jane Hayward
as the Social Day Service Manager. She comes from a
social services background and has slipped seamlessly
into the post. Jane has taken over the work of two well
known and much loved people previously running the
service – Jackie Hughes and Pauline Whetstone - plus all
the background work done by ESHT. The Friends are
very, very grateful to Jackie & Pauline for carrying on their
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good work while all the planning was going on, which was a period of
considerable uncertainty for them. They were both immensely helpful about
the handover and went the extra mile to ensure it all went as smoothly as
possible. The Friends are also extremely grateful to the wonderful volunteers
who have remained with the service. Without them, the social day centre could
not possibly function.
I would also like to thank the attendees of the day centre for their
understanding and patience through a year of uncertainty. I hope they feel the
service is going from strength to strength and meeting their needs.
The most FAQ is, who can attend and who can refer? We are targeting people
who are lonely and/or socially isolated and referrals come principally from
GPs, Social Services and CAB.
The Friends are continuing to use our own transport to bring attendees to the
Centre. Again, the service could not possibly continue without an extremely
loyal but rather small band of drivers. More would be very welcome!
All in all, it is no mean achievement for a small local charity to take over a
service from a statutory body on an NHS site and we believe we are
groundbreakers in having done it. Hopefully it is a model of local provision
which will be an inspiration to others.
Although setting up the social day service took a lot of our energy last year, we
certainly did not ignore other projects. We continued to pay for a part time
perinatal mental health nurse to support the birthing centre, principally
helping mothers who have post natal depression. Now that the Friends’ 3 year
funding has come to an end, we are very pleased to learn that the post will be
funded by the NHS. Perinatal mental health care can be a lifesaver but is often
overlooked when budgets are tight. However, you will probably have noticed
more interest in it nationally, so again I think we can pat ourselves on the back
for having achieved a ground-breaking success and embedding the service in
north East Sussex.

Page 4
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Because of the costs of setting up the social day centre, the Friends had to
reduce other donations to the hospital last year but they by no means dried up.
We have supplied numerous pieces of equipment to the ward and minor
injuries and have kept minor injuries well stocked with toys which are much
enjoyed by small children. I think the staff also appreciate them to distract
anxious young patients (and parents!) and bored siblings.
I would like to express my thanks to all the volunteers who do so much for the
Friends. Not only the hard working committee, but all those who help Terry
Moon in the office (which wouldn’t function without Maureen Bagwell!). She
is also instrumental in ordering for the shop and supports a fantastic team of
shop volunteers who bring a very welcome steady stream of income to the
Friends.
Special thanks must also go to Nina and Ricky Booth who took on the running
of the fete and clearly didn’t know what they had let themselves in for! As a
reward for running the fete for the first time, they encountered the wettest and
coldest August bank holiday in living memory. Yet they came out of it smiling
and with a result better than anyone could have dreamed of. Thanks must also
go to the huge team of fete volunteers who worked hard all year to gather, sort
and price things for the fete and then had to endure horrendous conditions on
the day!
Here’s to another successful year ahead and a dry and sunny August bank
holiday for the fete!
Chantal Wilson
Chairman of the Trustees
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TREASURER’S REPORT

TERRY MOON
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SOCIAL DAY SERVICE REPORT

M

y role as Manager of the Social Day Service
formally began on January 2nd this year. I had

previously

worked

with

the

Joint

Community

Reablement team and it was my role as a support
worker that had given me an insight in to the number of
lonely and isolated people within the community.
JANE HAYWARD

When the post of manger for the day service was
advertised it offered to me the opportunity to do
something about the situation.
Change inevitably brings with it a level of anxiety for all
those that it affects and I have been extremely lucky to
start working alongside such a strong and positive team.
I was given the opportunity to spend some time in the
centre prior to the handover, meeting with volunteers
and clients, and all made me very welcome.
The volunteers have managed the move from the Trust
to the Friends of Crowborough Hospital with patience
and commitment and this has enabled us to provide
continuity to those attending the service.
Change has been introduced gradually, with the
intention of making the service a relaxed and informal
environment that encourages people to make choices
about the activities that are of interest to them and how
they spend their time when they are with us. Feedback
so far has been very positive!
Since opening in January the Social Day Service has had
a busy time. We started the year with a visit from the
High Sherriff; a lively discussion group was taking place
when he arrived with many stories being told about
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‘The day I got married’! We have continued with the Monday art group and
started a new session for Fridays. We have had various speakers, including
the CAB and the Wildlife Trust. Our Friday exercise class is now run by one
of the clients and this session is often followed by a game of hangman that
often results in a great deal of laughter and accusations of ‘bad spelling’!
The aim of the service is to support existing clients and to identify others
who are isolated within the community; to make contact with those who
may have little or no support from friends and family, and are experiencing
a lack of confidence and a loss of independence.The service is gradually
increasing the number of clients that attend and a new referral form has
been distributed to local GPs and various other groups.Sadly we lost one of
our clients recently, and at his funeral his family commented that he had
often said that the art group had been a lifeline for him. This is exactly what
the day service needs to achieve, to offer people an opportunity to regain
their place in the community, to build friendships over a cup of tea and
lunch and encouragement to access other groups and activities that are
available.I look forward to the months ahead and to developing our role as
a valuable service within the locality.
The future of the service would not be possible without our extraordinary
team of drivers, escorts and volunteers both new and old. They have shown
and continue to show a level of commitment to the Day Service that from
my personal experience is quite rare. They make each session positive and
enjoyable. Thanks also to the ‘behind the scenes’ Friends of Crowborough
Hospital who, without fail, are always there to offer their support and
guidance.
Jane Hayward
Social Day Services Manager

Page 10
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CROWBOROUGH BIRTHING CENTRE

I

n the year since the local CCG’s confirmed
commissioning of the Birth Centre at Crowborough in

July 2014, we have worked hard as a team providing
antenatal and postnatal care to over 800 women from
the High Weald area who give birth each year.
Providing this care involves over 600 appointments per
month. Now we are keen to see birth numbers actually

EMMA CHAMBERS

at the centre increase, so that once again we have an
active and thriving birth centre in Crowborough
offering high quality care & one-to-one support in
childbirth to many women from a wide geographic area.
In the last year we have seen national (NICE) support
for the benefits of midwife-led care and its role in
helping women achieve normal birth, which has also
been a long-standing aim of mine and of the CBC. Wideranging discussions are taking place to find ways of
making the birth centre more easily accessible for all
local women to further that aim. We are looking for
ways to provide the whole package of maternity care for
women who want to book at CBC, and continue to work
closely with the obstetric unit at Pembury which is also
used by many High Weald women.
Sadly staffing pressures within East Sussex Healthcare
Trust have been evident throughout the year, but
significant new recruitment is on the horizon for
September. Although the Trust generally is going
through a difficult time with the recent Care & Quality
Commission (CQC) report, the work of the midwives
and maternity support workers at the CBC was highly
praised in that report. Our excellent postnatal and
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breastfeeding support are particularly noteworthy and valued by local
women.
In May we held a small conference at Crowborough for some 40 Supervisors
of Midwives from across Kent, Sussex, Surrey, & Hampshire. We included a
tour of the birth centre itself as a way of making our work and “offer for
women” more widely known among midwives for when they discuss the
available choices with their women.
During the year the Friends (jointly with the local Fire Station) raised money
to support the birth centre. As a result of this, and other donations, we
purchased a set of infection-control-approved “active birth” bean bags, a
birthing couch, a birthing stool, breast feeding pillows for all postnatal beds,
a new suturing couch and stool, and some battery operated candles to
improve the calm ambience in the birthing rooms.
Not only are these a benefit for women in labour, but many of them help to
make the delivery rooms less ‘clinical’ and a more relaxed and homely
space. The continued support from the Friends in many other ways,
including local publicity and with local health organisations, is enormously
encouraging for us as a team and for that we are immensely grateful.
Emma Chambers
Midwifery Matron,
Crowborough Birth Centre (CBC)

Page 12
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REHABILITATION

P

hysiotherapy for neurorehabilitation continues in
the day centre all day Tuesday, Wednesday and

Thursday mornings. The service is supported by a
wonderful team of dedicated volunteer helpers and
drivers without whom the activity of those attending
and the patient numbers would be compromised. I
cannot thank them enough for their continuing support

CLAIRE MCCAUL

to both the patients and me.
Recovery from a neurological condition such as a stroke
is not something that can be accomplished alone. There
is a need to interface with others who can offer
reassurance that she or he is not alone and that others
have experienced that same loss of independence which
is so distressing and frustrating. Others can demonstrate
that a patient can ultimately make some recovery.
The day centre provides a venue with excellent rehab
equipment provided by the Friends of Crowborough
Hospital for patients to attend working alongside others
on their rehabilitation programme. Patients both past
and present may also attend for further advice on how
to manage their neurological problems which affect
their day to day life. Should extra physiotherapy be
needed it can efficiently be organised.
A new exercise/mobility group has been started on
Tuesday’s between 1.30 and 2.30. The exercises in sitting
and standing are to help maintain or improve
movement and balance. It is a fun social exercise class
very much needed for those who would otherwise be
unable to exercise in the community.
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It is encouraging to see an increase in number of patients
attending the day centre for rehabilitation. We hope that
this service will continue to be provided for the those in
our community in the future.
Claire Mccaul
Neuro rehab Physiotherapist
Crowborough Day Centre

TRANSPORT

T

he Friends continue to finance and operate a twelve
seater mini bus and a smaller wheelchair adapted

vehicle. These vehicles support the social and rehab
services provided at the hospital day centre. As the
social provision provided by the Friends continues to
develop, the usage of the two vehicles will be reviewed
to see if they adequately meet the needs of the day
JIM KINGSFORD

centre.
The Friends rely on a core of dedicated volunteers for
both driving and acting as escorts on the vehicles for
which we are extremely appreciative. However we are
always looking for more volunteers to swell their ranks.
Jim Kingsford
Friends’ Transport Team

Page 14
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FETE REPORT

A

s the weeks passed and ‘D’ Day approached, I
consulted many different oracles who speculated on

the weather, “to be or not to be” and, unlike so many fete
committee meetings, they all seemed to agree that it
would definitely not be a fine day and very likely to be an
unfavourable day for having an outdoor fete.

RICKY BOOTH

Up until that moment everything appeared to be going
very well; all the excel boxes announcing the promise of
continued collaboration from the various stallholders and
external supporters were turning from amber to green.
It was our first fete and we did suffer a slightly bumpy ride
as the first stallholders’ meeting congregation eyed us up
and down in complete silence wondering what changes
we would dare suggest and who as a consequence we
would upset. However, that early hurdle was successfully
overcome. We held out our hands as facilitators, to help,
support and ensure the continuity of the fete and I for one
immediately donned my diplomatic hat as a matter of
course. “If you can’t beat them, join them”, I thought and
that’s exactly what we did and I think (or at least hope) we
all got on like good comrades in arms.
It has to be said that it was not clear sailing at the start. The
committee was completely new and we had to wade our
way through files and folders to see what needed doing, by
when and how. To begin with we felt slightly forsaken and
left to get on with the job, but it soon became clear that help
was very forthcoming and only just a call or an email away.
Well, when we thought we had everything under control,
we began to realise that the actual success of the fete and
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the ensuing cash generation was largely out of our hands. Ticking all the boxes,
getting all the licences, ordering all the gear and deciding who would go where
was not going to be enough if people did not come in their droves and, most
importantly, if the weather was unsympathetic.
I think by the second and last stallholders’ meeting, the clouds were already
darkening above the Day Centre as we pondered what might become of the
fete under what appeared by then to be possibly very stormy conditions.
Throughout those last 2 weeks I did not hear a single word of defeatism and it
felt I was leading a troop of hardened and experienced veterans across the
pond on that famous 6th of June 1944 day. All I heard were words of support
like “a drop of rain is not going to put us off” or “we’ll be there, whatever the
heavens throw at us”.
A few days before ‘D’ Day, our General Headquarters prepared a number of
different contingency plans which were immediately sent out to all unit
commanders. Grove House came to our rescue providing sheltered space for
some of our more vulnerable stalls and I was later informed that our
Commander in Chief was able to commandeer another large space without
going through the proper channels or red tape. Well done, that man!
On the eve of the fete, there was a festive mood, the weather was generally fine
and everyone was beavering hard like a well oiled machine and there was little
for me to do but to watch in admiration as everything came together seamlessly.
The day itself dawned and announced itself with a vengeance with unceasing
torrential rain and wind attempting to break our will and force into a
humiliating retreat. But nobody realised who they were dealing with – nothing
was going to stop our valiant legion and nothing did.
I was informed that queuing started early on the day and I kept looking signs
of human life from about 12.30 but all I could see was a young lady with her
dog waiting for her boyfriend to take her away somewhere warmer. But when
the moment arrived and the gates were opened, a multitude of people
appeared through the mist and rain with upturned brollies and weather-proof
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capes. Nothing was going to stop them either.
In conclusion, I feel we achieved what we set out to do and that was to show
the community that our doors were open, ready for business as usual to
support our local Community Hospital and ensure that the doors remain open
for us, for our children and for their children too. My personal thanks and that
of the Committee go to the stallholders and the many people who support the
fete behind the scenes, but above all to the people in our town and
surrounding areas who continue to support our fete through thick and thin.
Bric-a-brac and Clothes continue to be popular stalls, raising record amounts,
aided by some especially wonderful items from Bric-a-Brac which Evelyn was
able to auction and so raise even more money!
Ricky Booth
Fete Committee Chairman
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